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The HSR Technical University Rapperswil 

(Switzerland) will use the 3D P´X5 Product 

Configurator from Perspectix AG in Zurich in 

its research and teaching. In the process, stu-

dents will use the flexible sales solution for 

complex technical products like machine 

tools in units of instruction about PLM (Pro-

duct Lifecycle Management). On the 27th of 

April 2016 Perspectix will be exhibiting the 

solution at the Swiss PLM-Forum, a one-day 

symposium on product development and 

PLM at the HSR.

The HSR Technical University Rapperswil is  

financed as a member of the University of  

Applied Sciences Eastern Switzerland by the 

three cantons St. Gallen, Schwyz and Glarus 

and has about 1,500 students in their Bache-

lor’s and Master’s programs in Technology/IT as 

well as Architecture/Construction/Design. The 

IPEK, Institute for Product Design, Develop-

ment and Construction, focuses on the three 

main areas of Innovation Management, Product 

Development and Product Lifecycle Manage-

ment. Through a partnership with Perspectix 

students will now have the opportunity to fami-

liarize themselves with the PLM integrated 

P’X5 Sales Configurator during their education. 

Prof. Dr. Felix Nyffenegger is one of the instruc-

tors in charge of research and teaching on  

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM): “Conti-

nuous further use of the information from  

Product Development and Construction in  

Sales is essential for an effective PLM concept”, 

says Prof. Dr. Felix Nyffenegger. “The software 

from Perspectix helps us in research and  

teaching to provide vivid demonstrations to 

product developers of the sales and marketing 

perspective and allows us to explore in detail 

how sales and production interact with the  

development process in various situations.”

“Anyone who is considering PLM is concerned 

with optimizing his/her corporate processes”, 

André Kälin, CEO of Perspectix AG explains. 

P´X5 in the PLM course of studies at
Hochschule für Technik Rapperswil

“Analysis of specific application cases shows 

that the consistency of a PLM scenario all the 

way to sales and marketing can significantly 

increase corporate success.”

The P’X5 Product Configurator provides users 

with a PLM integrated problem-solving appro-

ach that allows current product knowledge to 

flow from design to the customer dialog in  

accordance with the requirements of custo-

mers and sales staff. More efficient sales  

engineering, which is the interface between 

design and sales, reduces the required time 

between inquiry and initial offer, since shorter 

routes in processing can be taken in proces-

sing. Fewer correction loops lower process 

costs and increase the quotation throughput.

“We arranged an initiative with Perspectix AG 

that illustrates the diverse possibilities of a 

configurator to students with the P’X5 Sales 

Solution”, says Peter Iten, CEO of IPEK.

On 4th of April 2016 Perspectix will be exhibi-

ting the solution at the Swiss PLM-Forum, a 

one-day symposium for Product Development 

and Product Lifecycle Management at HSR. The 

event will be geared toward decision makers in 

the industry, to product developers, calculation 

engineers, designers, as well as to PLM supervi-

sors and PLM specialists. They will have the 

opportunity to learn about new technologies 

and tools and discuss their practical applicati-

on. Along with experts on the user side and  

providers of diverse products and services, you 

can meet contacts from Perspectix in a neutral 

environment.

Perspectix AG in Zurich implements sophi-
sticated software solutions for technical 
sales and distribution and retail design.  
Since its creation in 1996, the company has 
been continuously evolving into a cutting 
edge solution provider for the distribution 
and development of multi-variant products. 
Users of the P’X5 Sales Solution benefit 
from the company’s experiences in comple-
mentary electrical engineering, furnishing, 
store building, warehouse and logistics  
systems. With the P´X5 Store Solution 
users get a customized solution for store 
planning, product range configuration and 
branch evaluation. Due to the combination 
of sales optimization, graphical project 
planning and Product Lifecycle Manage-
ment in future-oriented technology, today 
Perspectix is a strategic supplier to well-
known manufacturers and chain stores as 
well the partner of leading IT companies. 
Perspectix AG is a company of the BORM 
Group. 
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